Faculty Achievements 2012-2013

Special Achievement with Students

Mark Weaver, head coach, and John Rudisill, assistant coach, The College of Wooster’s Moot Court.

Three national championships:

- Rachel Shonebarger – 1st place orator
- Rachel Shonebarger and Rachel Myers – 1st place for brief for respondent
- Eric Petry and Mae Manupipatpong – 1st place for brief for petitioner

Oral argument national runners up:

- Amanda Collins and Alexi Ehrlich

Wooster won three regional qualifying tournaments. So our student teams eliminated one another during the national tournament.

Awards

Kabria Baumgartner won the 2012 Esther M.A. Terry Award for Distinguished Dissertation, Department of African American Studies, University of Massachusetts Amherst, 2012.

Dean Fraga was named the Danforth Professor of Biology.

Amyaz Moledina was selected as Paul Harris Fellow, The Rotary Foundation of Rotary International. Recognized for "tangible and significant assistance" to further global fellowship and learning by serving both the local Wooster community and global communities through the Social Entrepreneurship program. November 26, 2012.

Peter Pozefsky was named the Michael O. Fisher Professor of History.

Deb Shostak was named the Mildred Foss Thompson Chair of English Language and Literature.

Mareike Herrmann was elected to be, and took office as, Vice President (President-elect) of the Coalition of Women in German. She will be serving as Vice President from 2012-2014, and as President of the organization from 2014-2016.

Nick Kardulias is currently serving as President of the Central States Anthropological Society (through April, 2013).

Monica Florence was named Vice President elect of the Ohio Classical Caucus and will be President in 2 years.

Shirley Huston-Findley was named a Fulbright Scholar and will be carrying out a research project in India.

Laura Sirot was named a Fulbright Scholar and will be carrying out a research project in Mexico.

Amy Jo Stavnezer was appointed to the Editorial Board of the Journal of Undergraduate Neuroscience Education and Journal of Faculty for Undergraduate Neuroscience.
John Rudisill was elected to the position of Secretary-Treasurer of the Ohio Philosophical Association. After two years he will become Vice President and later President.

**Books**

**Susan Clayton**

*Oxford Handbook of Environmental and Conservation Psychology*, (Editor). Released in August 2012 by Oxford University Press.

**Carolyn Durham**


**John Gabriele**


**Sucheta Mahajan**

*Towards Freedom, Documents on the Independence of India*, Volume X, Part One, is being published by Oxford University Press.

**Nick Kardulias**


**Jeff Lantis**


**Christa Craven**

**Exhibitions**

**Marina Mangubi** has four prints included in the exhibition, “Art of Jazz,” at the Delta Center for the Arts L.H. Horton Jr. Gallery, Stockton, CA.

A video interview with **Marina Mangubi**, produced by the Ohio Channel in conjunction with the Ohio Arts Council Riffe Gallery exhibition *Artful Teaching*, is now on-line @ http://www.ohiochannel.org/medialibrary/Media.aspx?fileId=137249.

**Bridget Milligan**’s work is included in the group exhibition, "Stories, Memories, and Histories," at The Center for Fine Art Photography, Fort Collins, Colorado, March - April, 2013.

**Grants**

**Melissa Schultz** received a NSF grant for $99,376 that is titled "RUI: Influence of Wastewater Treatment on Fate, Transport, and Bioaccumulation of Antidepressant Pharmaceuticals in Terrestrial Environments." It is active from Feb. 1, 2013 - January 31, 2015.

**Sibrina Collins** received an NSF grant as part of a collaborative group of 13 institutions (PI at Earlham College) for $437,962 that is titled "IONiC: Transforming Education through Collaborative Development of Materials at the Frontiers of Inorganic Chemistry." It is active from Sept. 1, 2012 - August 31, 2016.

**Sibrina Collins** also received a grant from The Ohio Super Computer, The Ohio State University titled, “Chemistry 341: Introduction to Computational Chemistry,” for spring, 2013.

**Bryan Karazsia** received a grant for $5,144 from The Society for the Teaching of Psychology titled, “Enhancing Student Table Interpretation Skills via Training in Table Creation.” It is active from January 2013 to December 2013.

**Dan Bourne** received a GLCA New Directions Initiative grant for Summer/Fall 2013 endeavor, “A Collaborative Journey into “Environmental Poland,” for work with Polish visual artist Wojciech Kolszczko on a project involving place (a “deep map” of Sobieszewo Island on the Baltic Coast near Gdansk), to engage in a separate travel/writing project with poet Taduesz Dziewanowski to Bialowieza Forest, and, as background, to explore Polish environmental literature.

**Julia Gustafson** was awarded for the Libraries the *Bridging Cultures Bookshelf: Muslim Journeys* grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities in cooperation with American Library Association Public Programs Office and Ali Vural Ak Center for Global Islamic Studies, George Mason University.

**Amy Jo Stavnezer** received a GLCA New Directions Initiative grant to support a week-long visiting fellowship in functional magnetic resonance imaging at the Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging at Harvard University.

**Thomas Wood**, received a $9200 grant from the GLCA New Directions Initiative to fund research in The Hague, Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp, and Ostend, the first phase of a larger project to produce a monograph on the sixty-two operatic fantasies for violin and piano by nineteenth-century Belgian violinist/conductor/composer Jean-Baptiste Singelée and professionally record a two-CD set of them.
**Performances**

**Jimmy Noriega**


**Jeffrey Lindberg**

Conductor of the Chicago Jazz Orchestra at the reception following the Kennedy Center Honors awards ceremony in Washington, DC, Dec. 2. It is the 24th straight year of performing at the annual event.

**Jeff Lindberg**

On behalf of the Chicago Jazz Orchestra Association, applied for and received a $10,000 Art Works Grant from the National Endowment of the Arts to support "A Tribute to Art Farmer" by the Chicago Jazz Orchestra. The performance was presented at the Evanston Jazz Festival on February 9.

Conducted the Chicago Jazz Orchestra in performance at Wentz Concert Hall, North Central College, on February 16.

**Karen Gardener**

Performing "Musique Legere" by HyeKyung Lee for alto saxophone and piano with staff pianist Christina Mathews at the Region 5 Conference of the North American Saxophone Alliance at Bowling Green State University.

**Peter Mowery, Carrie Culver and Denise Rotavera-Krain** gave a recital February 23, 2013—*Notes from Abroad: Eastern Europe*. Inspired by the 2011 Forum concert in which the pieces were chosen to reflect works that were inspired by the "Americas," the trio chose to program this concert with the same sense of global engagement.

**Laura Silverman**

Guest piano soloist with The University of Akron symphony orchestra, Sept, 2012.

Accompanist of the international Cantors' Association, Nov. 2012.

Performer and teacher of master classes at music schools in Shanghai, Nanjing, and Chuzhou, China, May, 2013.

**Denise Krain**

With a consortium of flute professors (and their institutions) co-commissioned "Silver Fantasy for Flute and Symphonic Band" by Paul West-Osterfield (Middle Tennessee State University). Soloist in this piece with the Scot Symphonic Band on April 28th, 2013, with the composer in attendance.

**Publications**

**Kathryn Boes**

Jennifer Bowen

Jennifer Eyl

John Gabriele

Richard Lehtinen

John Lindner
Norman S. Israel, John F. Lindner, "Quantum Gravity on a Laptop: 1+1 Dimensional Causal Dynamical Triangulation Simulation", Results in Physics, volume 2, pages 164-169 (2012). This work resulted from Norman's Jr and Sr IS projects; he graduated in 2012.

Sucheta Mahajan

Jennifer Moreland

Deb Shostak


Sofia Visa
James West


Mark Wilson


Judy Amburgey-Peters and Paul Bonvallet


Denise Bostdorff


Daniel Bourne

Poems recently appearing or accepted:

“Legacy,” *Jelly Bucket* (Eastern Kentucky University), No. 4, 2013
“Tea Ceremony,” *Lake Effect* (Penn State-Erie), forthcoming
“Advent,” *Epiphany*, forthcoming (a special issue devoted to poetry on war, edited by Brian Turner)
Translations from Polish recently appearing:

“Lovely,” “Seventeen Thousand Monkey’s Tails” and “Three Graces, At Agnieszka’s,”

“Allow This,” “At Night, On a Bench in Front of the House,” [“I know that somewhere…”], [“My hands touch the surface…”], and [“So much that can be confirmed…”], five poems by Bronislaw Maj, *Jelly Bucket* (Eastern Kentucky University) No. 4, 2013

Yuri Corrigan

John Gabriele


Donald Goldberg


Mareike Herrmann


Bryan Karazsia


Matthew Mariola and David McConnell


Setsuko Matsuzawa

Boubacar N'Diaye

Diane Uber

Mark Wilson

Yuri Corrigan

Nick Kardulias

Susan Lehman

John Lindner

Seiko Matsuzawa

Phil Mellizo
"Can Shared Compensation without Participation Survive the Free-Rider Problem? A View from the Lab" accepted for publication for Volume 14 of the Advances in Economic Analysis Participatory and Labor-Managed Firms.
John Neuhoff

James West

Mark Wilson

Angela Bos

Laura Burch

Sibrina Collins
Krause, J.A.,Zhao, D.,Chatterjee, S.,Yeung, B.,Connick, W.B.,Collins, S.N."2-(2’-Pyridyl)-1,10-Phenanthroline: As a Ligand with Copper or Hydrogen-bonded with 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-4-oxopiperidinium Hexafluorophosphate,” Acta Crystallographia. (Accepted April 2013).

John Gabriele

Jimmy Noriega
Dramaturgy and development of a new play, Mother of Exiles/Madre de Migrantes, by Elaine Romero. Presented at Cornell University, April 5-6 and 12-13, 2013.

Anne Nurse
Thomas Prendergast


Sarah Sobeck


Mark Wilson


Heidi Albert


Composition for cello quartet, "Sweet": (http://www.heidialbert.com/Publications.html).

James Foley

Powerpoint presentations to accompany six Psychology textbooks by David Myers. MacMillan Publishers.

John Gabriele


Shelley Judge


Jeff Lantis


Matthew Mariola


Phillip Mellizo


Amyaz Moledina


Meagen Pollock


Jeremy Rapport


"Join Us! Come, Eat! Vegetarianism in the Formative Period of the Seventh-day Adventists and the Unity School of Christianity" in the forthcoming edited volume from Columbia University Press *Religion, Food and Eating in North America*.

Claudia Thompson

"Hand Preference for Tool-Use in Capuchin Monkeys (Cebus apella) is Associated with Asymmetry of the Primary Motor Cortex", coauthored with Kimberley Phillips of Trinity University. *American Journal of Primatology*, in a special edition on *Primate Neuroethology*. 
Sofia Visa


Garrett Washington

“St. Luke’s Hospital and the Modernization of Japan, 1874-1928 and Beyond.” In *Missionary Hospitals in East Asia* (forthcoming from Yonsei University Press [in Korean]).


“New Religions in Imperial and Postwar Japan,” In *Japan at War: An Encyclopedia*. Louis G. Perez, ed. (Forthcoming from ABC-CLIO, Inc.).

Mark Wilson


Greg Wiles